
Crazy Wife 2241 

Chapter 2241 The Vengeful Snake (1) 

Looking at the dumbfounded witness who was still clueless, the head of the Yao family's heart was in 

turmoil, and he couldn't calm down no matter what. Furthermore, the more he thought about it, the 

angrier he became. Faintly, he tried his best to hide the anger on his face. When the imprisoned waiter 

saw this, although he was a little frightened, he still acted according to the script and stubbornly 

said,""Yao family, you'd better let me go! Otherwise, you'll regret it!" 

Hearing this, the Yao family head's face darkened even more, while the Cheng family head laughed very 

happily and kindly reminded,""Little brat! You've already said that, don't you have any other lines? 

Quickly change to another one! Let's hear something new!" 

"Fresh?" When the waiter heard this, he really started to think about it seriously. He deeply felt that this 

was a hint from the other party to make him more dramatic. As such, he must not disappoint the other 

party! 

After thinking about it for a long time, the waiter finally came to a realization.""Your Yao family will 

quickly release me. Oh, and you must also compensate our young miss. I'll just ask for ten top-grade 

crystals!" 

"Ten top-grade crystals? Are you sure?" The head of the Cheng family raised his eyebrows and asked. 

"Of course! What, the great Yao family can't even take out ten top-grade crystals?" As the waiter said 

this, he secretly glanced at the Yao family head's expression. Seeing that his expression had become 

even uglier, he thought that he had asked for too much, so he quickly changed his words,""If ten top-

grade crystals are too much for you, eight is fine too!" 

"Are you sure?" The head of the Cheng clan asked again. 

"How about six?" The waiter couldn't tell what the person's intention was, but he took the initiative to 

reduce the number of crystals. 

Seeing this, the head of the Cheng family continued to ask,""Are you sure?" 

"Can you only give me four? The Yao family can't be that poor, right?" The waiter's expression was also 

unsightly. The deep suspicion on his face was enough to stab the Yao family head's heart. 

However, before the head of the Yao family could say anything, the head of the Cheng family spoke first 

again, and the head of the Cheng family still said the same thing,""Are you sure?" 

"Two pieces! I can't go any lower!" The waiter made up his mind, as if he had made a very difficult 

decision! 

"I don't have two!" The head of the Cheng family had finally shown some kindness and knew how to 

save money for the Yao family! Although the head of the Yao family was anxious, he realized that he 

couldn't interject at all. At this moment, it seemed like he could only pretend to be deaf and dumb. 

Otherwise, the Yao family's face would be completely lost! 
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"There should be at least one piece, right?" The waiter said disappointedly. He didn't doubt the 

patriarch's words at all, because he could tell that the patriarch was absolutely serious. 

"Also not!" The head of the Cheng clan laughed. 

"Then what can I get? I can't go back empty-handed, or my family's young miss will blame me!" The 

waiter said pitifully, but in his heart, tears were streaming down his face. Sob ... Why was it so difficult to 

Rob? 

"Don't worry! Even if you return empty-handed, your family's young miss won't blame you! Trust me!" 

The head of the Cheng clan consoled her with a smirk. 

"You're not my family's young miss, how do you know she won't blame me? I'm telling you, my family's 

young miss has already said! No matter where we go, we can't return empty-handed, this is our thief's 

rule! So, you have to give me something to bring back. Otherwise, I'll stay here and not leave!" The 

waiter said shamelessly. 

"You're a thief?" The head of the Cheng family found two key words from the waiter's words. 

"Of course! So is my young lady!" The waiter was shocked that he seemed to have exposed himself and 

quickly added. 

"Your family's young lady, Leng ruoxue? She's also a thief?" The head of the Cheng clan asked curiously, 

the word 'gossip' written all over his handsome face. 

"That's right! Our whole family is a thief!" The waiter said proudly. 

"By the way, do you know that your lady has a Godfather?" The head of the Cheng family thought for a 

moment and asked very kindly. 

"Of course, I know that. I'm the closest person to miss. I even know how many moles she has on her 

body. How could I not know that miss has a Godfather?" The waiter said to the head of the Cheng clan 

with confidence, as if he had heard a joke. 

"You even know about the mole on Leng ruoxue's body. I didn't expect you to be so close to her!" The 

head of the Cheng clan said in surprise. 

"I must! I'm even the person who sleeps beside our young miss! How could I not know what she's up 

to!" The waiter's bragging became more and more ridiculous, and the Cheng family's head couldn't help 

but worry for his little life! Did this guy expect to be alive after leaving the Yao family? He could already 

see old man ning's face turn black. 

No, perhaps he wouldn't even be able to leave the Yao family! It was impossible for that vicious old 

thing of the Yao family to let this foolish fellow off! 

"Uh! Let's talk about the matter of your young lady's Godfather!" The head of the Cheng clan wanted to 

accumulate some good karma for himself, so he took the initiative to change the topic to Leng ruoxue's 

Godfather. 

However, the waiter didn't appreciate it at all. Instead, he said with a slight displeasure,""What's there 

to talk about with an old man? It's better to talk about my young lady!" 



Fine, since you're looking for death, you can't blame anyone else! 

Hearing this, the head of the Cheng family was helpless. He nodded and said,""Then go ahead and talk!" 

After that, the clan heads helplessly listened to the imprisoned waiter talk about his love affairs with 

their young miss. In the end, the waiter's words became more and more outrageous. Anyone with a bit 

of intelligence would be able to tell that he was talking nonsense. Thus, one sharp gaze after another 

swept over the waiter, but the waiter did not seem to notice and continued to talk with great energy. 

After a long time. 

The patriarchs couldn't bear to listen any longer and finally decided to leave the prison. Seeing that the 

audience was leaving, the waiter couldn't take it anymore and kept shouting, "Don't go! I still have a lot 

of details to tell you! You can leave after I'm done talking!" 

"You can keep it for yourself! We don't want to listen anymore!" The head of the Cheng family replied 

kindly. 

"Don 't! I still have a lot of interesting things to tell you! Why don't I tell you a few dirty jokes? I only beg 

you not to leave me! Wu...There's no one here to talk to, I'm so lonely!" The waiter said with a worried 

expression. 

Upon hearing this, the patriarchs walked even faster! 

When they returned to the living room, all the patriarchs 'expressions were not too good! For a long 

time, no one spoke. 

After a moment of silence, the head of the Cheng family couldn't help but say,""Oh no, I forgot to ask if 

Leng ruoxue sent him here to poison the food!" 

As soon as he said that, he received a few eye-rolls! 

"I say, old Cheng! That guy must be hallucinating! Would Leng ruoxue, that lass, have such a low class 

and unruly subordinate? Moreover, as far as I know, that girl doesn't lack money. Just the Yao family 

head has compensated her with a lot of money for certain matters, am I right? The Yao family head?" 

The yin family head asked calmly. He was definitely rubbing salt in the Yao family head's wound! 

Chapter 2242 The Vengeful Snake (2) 

After hearing master Yin's words, master Yao's face turned even darker. Master Yin was right. Leng 

ruoxue had indeed extorted a lot of money from him. Now that he thought about it, his heart ached! 

Seeing that master Yao didn't say anything, master Yin continued to ask,""Yao family head, you said that 

the person you caught was from the Yao family, but judging from his tone, he's obviously not. 

Furthermore, he admitted that he's a thief, but that lass Leng ruoxue isn 't! So, how do you think this 

matter should be resolved?" 

"I think it's a misunderstanding!" Taking a deep breath, the head of the Yao family said with a dark face. 
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"Yao family head is saying that this is a misunderstanding? Then what's with the clothes he was 

wearing? The three words "Yao Clan Building" were on it! We all saw it with our own eyes!" The head of 

the Cheng clan raised his own doubts and put on a humble look to ask for advice. 

"He must have stolen it!" The head of the Yao family said in frustration. He had really lost all face today! 

He had lived for so many years, but he had never encountered such an embarrassing thing! Moreover, it 

was in front of the other seven families, so he couldn't even kill them directly! The more he thought 

about it, the more aggrieved he felt! 

"If that's the case, then the person who poisoned your Yao family has nothing to do with Xue 'er. Yao 

family head, I didn't misunderstand, right?" At this time, seeing that the time was right, the master of 

the ning family also spoke. 

"Yes, I am!" The head of the Yao family said through gritted teeth. He began to seriously doubt the 

ability of the first and ninth elders, who had failed in their tasks. It was all these two guys 'fault for not 

doing their job well and causing them to miss such a great opportunity! 

Furthermore, this kind of thing could only happen once. If he were to catch someone again and say that 

they were from the Yao clan tower and were related to Leng ruoxue, these people would not believe 

him, and neither would he! Therefore, they missed the best opportunity, and at the same time, it also 

made the old man of the ning family raise his vigilance! 

The head of the Yao family cursed in his heart. However, now that things had come to this, he could only 

accept this result gloomily. Although he had not been able to harm Leng ruoxue this time, he would 

definitely not let that detestable fellow have the chance to escape the next time he had such an 

opportunity! 

"AI! He didn't expect the truth to be revealed so easily! It was really good! However, he was the Yao 

family head! You shouldn't associate this matter with that girl the moment you hear about the Yao Clan 

Building! This is not good! You have to know that it's not difficult to frame someone these days!" Seeing 

that the matter had been resolved and the misunderstanding cleared up, the Cheng clan's patriarch 

became the peacemaker. However, his words would not make the Yao clan's patriarch happy. 

The head of the Yao family gritted his teeth and said,""I didn't say for sure that our Yao family's poison 

was done by Leng ruoxue. It's just that the person we caught was a servant from the Yao clan. 

Furthermore, the Yao clan has a close relationship with Leng ruoxue. Hence, we temporarily listed her as 

a suspect. Now, the facts have proven that that person's mental state is clearly abnormal!" 

"Hmm, that's right. But I'm curious, where did you catch this person?" The head of the Cheng clan 

couldn't help asking. 

"I heard from the Grand Elder that it was in the garden!" The head of the Yao clan said after some 

thought. 

"In the garden? Do you have a well in the garden?" Upon hearing this, the head of the Cheng family 

widened his eyes and blinked a few times before asking. 

"No! I don't know the specific details, but I heard from the great elder that they caught a suspicious 

person, so I wanted to interrogate him with you, but I didn't expect it to be such a person! AI!" The head 



of the Yao family explained gloomily. Then, he looked at the head of the ning family with some guilt and 

said,""Master ning, I'm really sorry. It's all my fault for not investigating properly in advance. I only heard 

that the person claimed to be from the Yao clan and was wearing the Yao clan's uniform, so I mistakenly 

thought that this matter was related to Leng ruoxue." 

"Hehe! It's okay, I can understand your thoughts. After all, you have a guilty conscience! Naturally, they 

would be on edge!" The master of the ning family said very impolitely. Then, he stood up and 

said,""Since the poisoning incident is still a mystery, I think I'd better take my leave first! By the way, 

you'd better find the real culprit as soon as possible. Our ning family is still waiting for the antidote to 

save our lives!" 

With that, the master of the ning family left the Yao family without looking back. 

"Old man ning, wait for me!" Seeing this, the patriarch of the Cheng family hurriedly chased after him. 

The other family heads also chose to leave one after another! 

They had come in vain today! However, it was still worth it to see the head of the Yao family suffer! 

With this thought in mind, the few family heads who had made a wasted trip no longer felt depressed! 

However, even though they had adjusted their mentality, the head of the Yao family still couldn't vent 

his anger. 

After the master of the ning family and the others left, he immediately called the first elder and the 

ninth elder to the study. Then, he scolded them in their faces. After that, he ordered them to take out 

the idiot who had ruined his business from the cell. The first elder and the ninth elder knew that the 

master wanted to silence them. 

The two of them immediately went to handle this matter, but when they arrived at the prison cell, they 

discovered that the man had disappeared! 

After reporting the situation to their family head, the two of them were scolded again. In the end, the 

two elders, who had been scolded until their heads were drenched in dog blood, left the study room of 

the Yao family head with their tails between their legs. 

Of course, the order they had received was to find that person's whereabouts and not let him fall into 

the hands of the ning family master! 

The head of the Yao family was afraid that the person had been taken away by the head of the ning 

family! However, he couldn't convince himself that master ning's strength was high enough to take a 

living person away from him without anyone knowing! If that was the case, he would be depressed to 

death! 

In fact, the head of the Yao family was thinking too much, because that person really wasn't taken away 

by the head of the ning family. 

It was Cang he who took that guy away. 

Cang and the demon worked together and brought that person to the edge of the cliff that was closest 

to the Yao family's divine territory. 



"Help, help!" The waiter, who was hanging on the edge of the cliff with his legs hanging in the air, said 

with a trembling face. At this time, his face was extremely pale and he didn't dare to move his head, 

because he was afraid that he would accidentally fall down. It was a bottomless abyss below! Wuuu ... 

"You want to live?" "What's the matter?" Azure raised a furry paw, revealing its sharp hook and asked 

indifferently. 

"Yes, yes!" The waiter was so scared that he could already feel the warm wetness between his legs. 

Wu...Whose cat is this? How, how could he be so bad? 

"If you want to live, you have to be obedient and perform well! Otherwise, today will be your death 

anniversary next year! No, you won't even have a Memorial Day! Because anyone related to you will 

also die! Therefore, no one will pay their respects to you!" Azure said with a smile. 

"Don 't! Don't kill me! Wu...I haven't lived long enough!" The waiter pleaded in fear. He was really afraid 

of death! 

Chapter 2243 The Vengeful Snake (3) 

"Since you haven't lived long enough, then tell me everything you know!" "You're courting death!" The 

demon at the side said coldly. The coldness he emitted made the waiter's teeth chatter. 

"Speak! I say! I'll tell you everything!" In order to survive, the waiter was extremely cooperative! 

After that, he began to narrate everything that he had experienced in detail, starting from when he was 

young until now. Just as he started, the cold Qi on the demon's body formed a solid ice blade and shot 

towards the waiter, causing the waiter to cry in fear. 

"Wuu ... I've already started explaining, why are you still scaring me like this?" The waiter asked pitifully. 

"Who asked you to say that? What we want you to say is the deal between you and the Yao family!" 

Azure said coldly. 

"The Yao family ... The Yao family made me wear the clothes they gave me. Then, they made me claim 

that I was from the Yao family. They even made me say that Leng ruoxue was my family's young miss 

and that it was Leng ruoxue who made me poison the Yao family! However, I haven't had the time to tell 

anyone about the poisoning. " The waiter was very straightforward this time, explaining the matter 

clearly in a few words. 

However, the demon was not satisfied. 

"You said in the prison cell that you even knew how many moles Leng ruoxue had?" The demon 

squinted his eyes and asked indifferently. 

"That ... That's what I made up! I don't even know Leng ruoxue, so how could I know so much about 

her?" The waiter told him the truth, not daring to hide anything. 

"Nonsense? You're really bold!" The demon was furious. The consequences were severe. Then, 

countless black blades of light attacked the servant. In the blink of an eye, the servant's clothes were 

torn into pieces, and his body was covered in bloody wounds. 
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"Argh! Help me! Please don't kill me!" The speed of the lightsaber was too fast, so by the time the server 

felt the pain, the evildoer had already completed his series of actions. Looking at the server's pitiful 

shriek, the evildoer could not help but smile coldly. 

Coward! He dared to insult his Xue 'er! How could he let this guy go! Hmph! When this waiter completed 

the task he and Cang had given him, he would personally send him to the nine nether nether prison to 

enjoy himself. Otherwise, it would be hard to dispel the hatred in his heart! 

Then, evildoer and Azure gave the waiter some instructions and lifted him up from the cliff. 

After doing all this, evildoer and Azure left quietly, just like when they came! 

Some of the waiters were dumbfounded, and it took a long time for them to recover. 

Looking at the black Phoenix on his chest, the waiter knew that if he didn't do as the man and cat said, 

he would die a terrible death! 

Sob ... Thinking of this terrible fact, the waiter burst into tears. He knew that he had almost died just 

now. However, the other party still had a mission for him, so he had let him Live! 

With this knowledge, the waiter forced himself to be alert. After putting on his clothes, he walked in the 

direction where there were many people ... 

Evildoer and Cang returned to the inn with their usual expressions. The man and beast had a tacit 

understanding not to mention this matter. However, Leng ruoxue and the rest were not stupid. How 

could they not guess what they had gone out to do? 

Especially the next day, a shocking truth began to spread widely in the Yao family's divine territory! 

That was, the Yao clan had actually hired someone to impersonate someone from the Yao clan tower, 

with the intention of pushing the blame of the Yao clan being poisoned by their enemy onto Leng 

ruoxue, so that Leng ruoxue would be the scapegoat. 

Furthermore, the more the rumors spread, the more absurd it became. For some reason, some people 

even said that someone from the Yao family had wanted to frame Leng ruoxue because his love had 

turned into hatred. Needless to say, this person was automatically linked to the Yao family head. 

In just a few hours, the news of the Yao family framing Leng ruoxue for poisoning her spread 

uncontrollably throughout the entire firmament at the speed of light. The speed at which the news 

spread was even faster than the news of the Yao family becoming the source of the poison! 

When the Yao family learned of this situation, it was too late to control it! 

This situation made the head of the Yao family so angry that he almost vomited blood. 

For the next few days, he would call first elder and the others to his study room and give them a good 

scolding! However, he felt that he couldn't vent the anger in his heart just by scolding. Therefore, his 

temper was getting more and more violent by the day. 

In the end, most of the elders who couldn't bear it anymore simply found a good excuse not to return to 

the main residence! 



The master of the ning family and the others in the inn couldn't stop smiling after hearing the news! 

After that, everyone discussed and decided to go to the Yao family together to make the head of the Yao 

family feel uncomfortable. 

Just like that, the seven family heads came uninvited! 

The ninth elder of the Yao family, the only one who didn't dare to leave his post, received the seven 

family heads. 

In the living room. 

The ninth elder of the Yao family, who was sitting with them, looked at the seven family heads who 

were sitting in their chairs and staring at him without a care in the world. He suddenly felt a mountain of 

pressure! 

He didn't need to guess to know that these family heads were here to find trouble! It was just that he 

did not expect that these people would actually be so United! Logically speaking, they shouldn't be like 

this, right? Therefore, he could not understand! 

In fact, the current six masters were all following master ning's lead, so naturally, they would cooperate 

with master ning! As for the head of the Yao family, the impression he gave these seven family heads 

was that he was selfish, self-serving, sinister, and petty. So, although they were invited by the head of 

the Yao family, they really didn't dare to compliment the character of the head of the Yao family, so of 

course, they were not willing to take the initiative to give themselves up to the Yao family's scheme! 

Therefore, when comparing the two, they wisely chose master ning. From this, it could be seen how 

much of a failure the head of the Yao family was! 

"Ninth elder, has your patriarch gone to investigate the poisoning incident again?" After a long time, the 

master of the ning family asked lightly. 

"Uh! That's right!" Elder Yao Jiu was very embarrassed, but he could only bite the bullet and reply. In 

reality, the family head didn't really want to see them at this time, which was why he was reluctant to 

appear. 

"Where did you check? Did you find anything? Actually, if he really can't find anything, it's fine. We can 

still wait, but we can't throw dirty water on my Xue 'er!" The ning family head's tone was very calm, and 

it was almost impossible to hear the displeasure in his words. But for some reason, elder Yao Jiu knew 

that this old man had come to question him! Furthermore, he had even gotten himself six helpers! 

"Master ning, in fact, those are just rumors, and you can't believe all rumors! How could our Yao family 

do such a thing! It's all a misunderstanding!" In the face of the ning family head's questioning, elder Yao 

Jiu could only try to smooth things over. 

"Elder Yao Jiu, you don't have to keep using rumors as an excuse. I know what kind of thoughts your Yao 

family has for Xue 'er, hehe! Didn't you invite our seven families here to discuss Xue 'er's matter? We all 

know what's going on, so there's no need to hide it. Hurry up and ask your patriarch to come out, we 

can use this opportunity to discuss it!" After hearing elder Yao Jiu's words, the head of the ning family 

smiled faintly and requested. 



"This ..." Elder Yao Jiu was in a difficult position. He couldn't order the family head to do anything! The 

family head was so willful that he didn't want to see them. He couldn't force the family head to come! 

Just as elder Yao Jiu was feeling conflicted, an explosion suddenly rang out. 

When the people in the living room heard the explosion, they hurriedly ran outside, causing elder Yao 

Jiu to be unable to stop them in time. Helplessly, he could only run out. 

As soon as they went out, the master of the ning family and the others saw countless snake-type beasts 

gathered in the air outside. Although the snakes were of different sizes, at this time, their eyes were full 

of anger and stared at the Yao family with a pair of cold eyes! 

Seeing this, even Hierarch-level deities felt their scalps go numb. The snakes all stuck out their long 

tongues and looked at the Yao family as if they were their enemies. 

"Ninth elder, your Yao family has indeed raised many snakes!" The head of the Cheng clan was stunned 

for a moment before he spoke. 

"Uh! They're not raised by my family!" Elder Yao Jiu smiled bitterly. What kind of eyes did the Cheng 

family head have! Didn't they see that the snakes were treating them as enemies? 

"That's also related to your Yao family. It's snake venom! The snake poison in the Cheng family must be 

their doing!" The head of the Cheng clan said with absolute certainty. 

"That's right! Elder Yao Jiu, hurry up and make them hand over the poisonous snake. Our four families 

are still waiting to save our lives!" The master of the yin family said anxiously. 

"These snakes don't belong to our Yao family!" The depressed elder Yao Jiu gritted his teeth and 

explained. He did not think that these snakes would obediently listen to him if he asked them to hand 

over the snake that had poisoned them. If that was the case, they would definitely not look at him and 

the others with hatred! 

These snakes were clearly here for revenge! 

The head of the Cheng family was a little angry when he saw the helpless expression on the ninth elder's 

face. Then, he pointed at the largest snake among the snakes and asked,""What are you doing in the Yao 

family? Were you the ones who poisoned the Yao family?" 

"Hahaha! Of course we're here for revenge! As for the Yao family's poison! That's just a small lesson for 

them. Today's the main event!" The huge snake grinned and sneered. 

"Did you really do it?" The Cheng family head blinked and said,""If you have a grudge against the Yao 

family, you should have just targeted the Yao family. Why did you poison our four families as well? we 

didn't provoke you, so every injustice has its perpetrator, every debt has its debtor! You can go to 

whoever provoked you! You can't implicate the innocent, understand?" 

"We didn't plan to attack you! You can only blame your bad luck for coming here just as we were about 

to take revenge on the Yao family!" The huge snake said innocently. 

Chapter 2244 Are You The Silly One Or Am I The Silly One (1) 
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When the patriarch of the Cheng clan heard this, he smiled happily and said with a kind expression,""If 

that's the case, then Let's Make a Deal. You give us some snake poison and let us cure our own people. 

As for The Grudge between you and the Yao family, we won't interfere. How about it?" 

Upon hearing this, the snake leader began to think very seriously. As for the ninth elder of the Yao 

family, he was so angry that he almost vomited blood. He couldn't help but curse in his heart. Was there 

such a hateful guy? He originally thought that these few families would not stand by and do nothing on 

the account that everyone was one of the eight great divine regions. But who knew that they had no 

intention of interfering in this matter at all! This was really disloyal! 

Elder Yao Jiu was furious, but he didn't dare to vent his anger on the Cheng family head. As for those 

giant snakes, he ... He was also a little afraid. It wasn't that he wasn't as strong as these snakes, but that 

there were too many of them, and many of them were poisonous. Even if he was stronger than them, he 

couldn't withstand them! 

The clan head! Please come back quickly! I can't hold on anymore! Elder Yao Jiu couldn't help but wail in 

his heart. 

In fact, when his family's head, who had suddenly become willful, knew that the other seven family 

heads had come to visit, he had already sneaked out to find an excuse to avoid meeting them. It was 

only when he sent a voice transmission to the family head that he found out that the family head was so 

angry that he almost ran to the endless ocean. The other elders were also afraid that the family head 

would suddenly lose his temper, so they had already hidden out early. Therefore, at this time, it seemed 

that only he could carry the main pillar of the Yao family! 

That's right, there were also a few other family heads who obviously wanted to watch a good show and 

Sihao didn't intend to help! 

When he thought of this, he was so angry that his whole body trembled. However, these families could 

not fall out with each other yet, so he could only swallow his anger and hope that he could hold on until 

the master returned! 

At this time, the big snake seemed to have almost finished thinking. It shook its big head and looked at 

the several family Masters present, and confirmed,""You really won't care about this?" It was still a little 

worried. Although their new king had always said that they and the other snakes only needed to find 

trouble and not worry about anything, they had never been so proud before. They couldn't believe that 

the Yao family would obediently let them do whatever they wanted. This was too unrealistic for them, 

and it was too ridiculous! 

"As long as you give us the snake venom, we promise not to interfere in this matter, don't you agree?" 

Although the patriarch of the Cheng clan was speaking to the giant snake, his words were definitely 

meant for all the patriarchs present to hear. Among the patriarchs, the four poisoned patriarchs 

naturally had no doubts about this. Thus, these words were actually meant for the other three to 

express their opinions. 

Sensing the Cheng clan head's covetous gaze, the other three clan heads immediately felt a mountain of 

pressure! However, the heads of the fan, Yu, and Chi families were not stupid. The current situation was 



clear at a glance. Comparing the weak, pitiful, and eager ninth elder of the Yao family to the other four 

families, even a fool would know which one to choose! Furthermore, none of them were fools! 

Therefore, without even thinking, the family heads immediately expressed their attitude that they 

would not interfere in this matter! In their own words, they were here as guests! 

Seeing them clearly express their stance, elder Yao Jiu's face instantly turned ashen, and his heart was 

filled with hatred! However, even though he was dissatisfied, he did not dare to offend all seven families 

at once. Therefore, he could only endure it! 

The leader of the snakes saw that the strongest among them had already expressed his position and 

immediately began to circle in the air. The other snakes were also very excited and would let out a few 

loud roars from time to time to show their excitement! 

He could finally get his revenge after so many years! 

This was something to be happy about! 

The snakes 'feelings were simply indescribable. But when elder Yao Jiu saw how happy they were, it was 

as if there was a bitter gallbladder in his mouth. He was as depressed as he could be! 

F * ck! You're snakes! Not a beast! It wasn't a Dragon! What are you howling for! Hearing the ear-

piercing howls, elder Yao Jiu could not help but curse in his heart. However, he was clear that he could 

not offend the other seven family heads, nor could he provoke these snakes. Otherwise, with the 

number of snakes, if they really wanted to do something, how could he resist them? 

Such an aggrieved thought made elder Yao Jiu extremely depressed. However, this was the reality! The 

red and bloody reality! He had no other choice but to accept! 

Especially when he saw that the Yao family members either turned pale with fear and trembled like 

leaves in the wind or went into hiding when they saw the giant snakes! This fact made his heart feel 

even more stifled! 

Why were the Yao family all cowardly? For the first time, he began to doubt the Yao family's upbringing. 

Had these people been living in peace for too long? So much so that they had lost their courage? 

Elder Yao Jiu was somewhat resentful that he had failed to live up to his expectations. He secretly made 

up his mind that once this matter was over, he would definitely persuade the family head to let his 

clansmen out for a good experience! No one was allowed to return until they reached a certain 

requirement! 

Of course, elder Yao Jiu's wish was good! As for whether or not it would be achieved, it was unknown, 

because the Yao family was originally a big pot of rice! After all this time, the Yao family had long gotten 

used to it. If they were allowed to go out and find their own way out, it would be good if they didn't 

starve to death! Fortunately, it was not easy for a God to starve to death! 

In just a short moment, elder Yao Jiu's mind had already turned a thousand times and was almost rotten 

from his thoughts. However, he still had to clean up the mess in front of him! 

When they came back to their senses, they saw the snakes still dancing excitedly. No one would be in a 

good mood! Especially when the snakes 'target was his family, his mood was even more obvious. 



After thinking for a moment, elder Yao Jiu forced a smile on his face and said gently,""That ... Hello, I 

would like to ask, what kind of deep hatred does our Yao family have with you that caused you all to ..." 

He really wanted to say that it caused you all to gather here for revenge, but he did not dare to say such 

an intense word easily. 

"Hmph! You still have the nerve to ask! Don't you know what your Yao clan has done?" When the snake 

leader heard elder Yao Jiu's words, he said in an unpleasant tone. 

"Uh! I really don't know!" Elder Yao Jiu said with a sincere expression. 

"You really don't know?" The snake leader clearly didn't believe him. 

Seeing it like this, elder Yao Jiu could only nod with a bitter smile. Even if he did know, he would have to 

pretend that he didn't know! Otherwise, how could they delay the time and wait for the family head to 

rush back? 

"Since you don't know, I'll be merciful and tell you!" The snake leader said as if he was doing charity. 

"En!" Although elder Yao Jiu didn't like the tone of the Python's voice, he still decided to listen to it with 

a good temper. At the very least, he had to find out the truth! Otherwise, wouldn't they be confused? 

Chapter 2245 Are You The Silly One Or Am I The Silly One?(2) 

However, after waiting for a long time, the giant snake only looked at him and did not speak. Instantly, 

elder Yao Jiu became a little anxious! 

"I say, when are you going to tell me the truth?" Elder Yao Jiu urged. 

"What's the hurry? I have to think of the right words!" The snake leader glared at him and spoke with a 

slight dissatisfaction. 

"..." Hearing this, elder Yao Jiu wanted to vomit blood again. F * ck! This snake wasn't playing with him, 

was it? He actually had to choose his words, what the hell was this! Although he was very dissatisfied 

with the Python's attitude, he was smart enough to endure it. 

After a long time. 

Just as everyone was getting impatient, the snake finally spoke again. 

"It's like this! Hundreds of thousands of years ago, one of my clan's ancestors was once killed by your 

Yao family's patriarch! Of course, at that time, the head of the Yao family was just a little kid in open-

crotch pants! Our old ancestor is also very young! However, it had died a terrible death! And this is all 

the good work of your Yao family's head!" The snake leader's face was filled with hatred because this 

matter had affected them greatly. 

"You must know, that ancestor of ours was the one with the best aptitude in our blue snake Clan. If he 

had not fallen early, our blue snake Clan would at least have a place among the divine realm's beast 

clans! But because your family head took a fancy to it, the old ancestor refused to acknowledge him as 

his master, so he was brutally killed by your family head! Don't you guys deserve to die? Shouldn't your 

Yao family be buried with our ancestor?" The serpent continued, the hatred on its face growing deeper 

as it spoke! 
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In fact, the matter of the ancestor was only what the elders in the clan wanted to spread. The snake 

didn't have a deep impression of it and had never thought of avenging the ancestor. After all, the 

strength of their clan and the Yao family was far inferior. But now, it was very happy to have such an 

opportunity to take revenge! From now on, their Azure Snake clan's status among the snake Clan in the 

divine realm would definitely not be the lowest! At the thought of this, the snake leader felt a little 

excited! 

It had to be said that the snake leader's requirements were very low. As long as he was not at the 

bottom of the snake Race, he would be satisfied! However, it would soon know how lucky the Azure 

Snake Clan was! 

Elder Yao Jiu held back the urge to vomit blood. He barely managed to finish listening to the complaint 

of the leading snake, and the feeling of wanting to vomit blood grew even stronger! 

F * ck! After living for so long, he had never heard of a Beastie who would come back for revenge N 

years later because of such a thing! This enmity ... Wasn't it too long ago? Furthermore, what elder Yao 

Jiu couldn't understand was why these snakes would seek revenge. Was it because of their numbers? 

Of course, it was not easy for him to face these snakes alone. However, for the master, these snakes 

were a piece of cake. Therefore, he could not guess what these snakes were relying on, so he had to 

deal with them carefully! Furthermore, it was because the Yao family was too useless! This fact also 

made him feel quite helpless. 

In fact, elder Yao Jiu wasn't the only one who was so depressed that he wanted to vomit blood after 

hearing the Python's words. The other family heads didn't know what kind of opinion they should 

express either! This matter was simply too fantasizing, uh! It had been hundreds of thousands of years 

... 

Although it was never too late for a gentleman to take revenge ten years later, it was not easy for these 

snakes to still remember this grudge so deeply after hundreds of thousands of years! After all, this 

enmity could not be any smaller given their status and position! This could not even be considered a 

grudge! This was because such incidents were not rare in the divine realm! In the immortal realm, the 

strong were always respected. Unless it was a human or a beast that no one dared to provoke, there 

were very few other races who would seek revenge if such a thing happened! Of course, it wasn't that 

he couldn't take revenge, but he had to at least do what he could before he took revenge! Otherwise, 

not only would he fail to take revenge, but he would also cause his clan to be exterminated. That would 

not be worth it! 

Although the few family heads present had different thoughts from elder Yao Jiu and were mostly here 

to watch a good show, their opinions were basically the same! In addition, they were also very curious 

about why these snakes dared to find trouble with the Yao family today after enduring for hundreds of 

thousands of years! 

Unlike the other Masters who were curious, the master of the ning family was well aware of this, 

because he had already seen a red light quickly shuttling through the snakes. He didn't need to guess to 

know that the red light was his precious daughter's little red snake! 



It seemed that these snakes had been subdued by the little red snake. Otherwise, with the strength of 

these snakes, they would never have the courage to seek revenge on the Yao family! In addition, among 

these snakes, there seemed to be some of Xue 'er's snake-type beasts mixed in, because the ning 

family's master found that when he observed the snakes, some of them actually blinked at him! 

This fact made master ning laugh in his heart! What a sly girl, it seemed like Xue 'er was determined to 

find trouble with the Yao family, but he didn't know how far she would go! He was looking forward to it! 

With such a thought, master ning became calmer and calmer! 

"Don't you think that your Yao family should die? Shouldn't you be buried with our ancestor?" Seeing 

that elder Yao Jiu didn't respond for a long time, the snake leader couldn't help but ask again. He glared 

at elder Yao Jiu with his huge Snake Eyes to show his anger! 

"That ..." Elder Yao Jiu's face was constipated. This question was obviously very difficult for him. If he 

answered 'yes', it was obvious that he would boost other people's morale and diminish his own prestige. 

Moreover, if he really said that, even if the family head didn't punish him, he wouldn't have the face to 

see anyone in the future! But if he said no, this snake would probably go crazy! 

After pondering for a moment, elder Yao Jiu made a wise decision to keep his mouth shut! As long as he 

didn't express his opinion, this snake couldn't possibly bite everyone it saw like a madman! He felt that if 

he delayed for some time, he would be able to hold on until the master returned! 

But his idea was good! However, reality was cruel! 

When the snake leader saw that elder Yao Jiu was not in a good mood, the anger in his heart suddenly 

rose. With a fierce sweep of his huge tail, a huge tree in the large courtyard was cut in half by his tail! 

Elder Yao Jiu's heart ached when he saw this! One had to know that the tree was the family head's 

beloved item! If the head of the family came back and saw that his Tree of Love had been cut in half, 

who knew what would happen! 

However, the snake in the lead did not know about his worries. After venting its anger, it swung its thick 

and long tail again. In just a few seconds, more than half of the precious flowers and trees in the 

courtyard fell ... 

"Stop! Quickly stop!" When elder Yao Jiu saw this, he turned pale with fright! Oh my God! Was he 

courting death? Didn't he know that his family head loved these flowers and plants? He actually, actually 

dared to cause such destruction! He really didn't want his life anymore! 

However, the leading snake didn't know what elder Yao Jiu was thinking. Or rather, even if the snake 

knew, it wouldn't care. Who asked it to have such a strong backing! It was full of confidence, so it was 

even more unscrupulous in its destruction! 

Chapter 2246 Are You The Silly One Or Am I The Silly One (3) 

The other snakes, seeing that their leader's actions were very interesting, followed suit. In an instant, 

sand and stones flew and a strong wind blew. The Yao family's main residence was filled with Broken 

Flowers and Willows, broken tiles and broken trees. The ninth elder's expression was as ugly as the Yao 

family's main residence! 
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"Stop! 'Damn it!' All of you, stop!" Elder Yao Jiu's ball-like body was jumping up and down, trying to stop 

the snakes from wreaking havoc. However, how could the snakes give him any face? the more he said 

this, the more the snakes started wreaking havoc! 

This fact caused elder Yao Jiu to feel a lump in his throat. He couldn't breathe it out, nor could he 

swallow it down. His pale and chubby face turned red. 

When the ning family's head saw this from not far away, he was truly worried that elder Yao Jiu 

wouldn't be able to make it and would be suffocated to death by his own saliva. At least for now, it 

wasn't impossible. 

However, he had no intention of saving the dying and healing the injured. He was more interested in 

seeing how far these snakes could go! Oh! Everything so far was quite exciting! 

These snakes actually knew that the plants in the Yao family's main residence were one of the Yao 

family's old geezer's most precious treasures! Hehe! He really wanted to see what kind of situation it 

would be when the Yao family's old man returned to see his treasure in ruins. 

Just as the master of the ning family was secretly gloating, suddenly, a powerful pressure came toward 

the Yao family's main residence, accompanied by an angry roar,""Dammit! He fangxiao actually dared to 

cause trouble in my Yao family!" 

Needless to say, the person who spoke was the head of the Yao family. 

Although the voice had appeared, the head of the ning family knew that the Yao family's old man was 

still a certain distance away from the Yao family's main residence. Otherwise, he wouldn't have chosen 

to speak out to deter them! Not long after this sound appeared, the ning family's master and the others 

saw the snakes retreat in an unusually orderly manner! 

This fact made everyone dumbfounded! 

These snakes were clearly well trained! 

Elder Yao Jiu, who had originally heard the Yao family head's voice, didn't even have time to feel the joy 

in his heart when he saw these snakes trying to escape after causing trouble. He instantly became 

anxious and couldn't help but roar,""Dammit! Come back, don't run! If you have the guts, don't run!" 

"If you don't run, just wait for the Yao family's old man to kill you! The ball! Are you the one who's 

stupid or am I?" Hearing elder Yao Jiu's words, the giant snake in the lead deliberately turned its head 

and glanced at him before speaking. The disdain on its Snake Face was not concealed at all. After it 

finished speaking, the giant snake floated away! He didn't even take a single leaf from the Yao clan! Of 

course, before it left, it swung its thick tail. Immediately, everyone heard a loud 'clang'. The sturdy walls 

of the Yao residence collapsed, and even the Beautiful Gate of the Yao residence was affected. 

Ugh! Seeing this scene, even the master of the ning family sympathized with the Yao family! In this 

battle, although the snakes didn't hurt anyone from the Yao family, they had caused them to lose a lot 

of face. This was even more serious than killing the Yao family members because the old man of the Yao 

family cared about his face the most! 



When the head of the Yao family anxiously rushed back to the Yao family, he saw that the originally 

beautiful and luxurious main residence had actually been reduced to ruins. His lungs were about to 

explode from anger! 

"Dammit! Who did this!" The head of the Yao family roared, while the head of the ning family and the 

others looked up at the sky. No one intended to speak. 

"Patriarch, it was the blue snake Clan!" Elder Yao Jiu answered truthfully with a bitter expression. 

"The Azure Snake Clan? How dare they! No, how could they be so bold? the head of the Yao family was 

not stupid. The always timid blue snake Clan would not dare and should not not provoke the Yao family. 

After all, the difference in strength was obvious! 

After saying this, the head of the Yao family turned his eyes to the head of the ning family and the 

others, hoping that they could give him an explanation. 

However, he obviously thought too highly of himself. The master of the ning family and the others still 

didn't have the idea of paying attention to him, let alone giving him any explanation. At least in their 

eyes, they didn't have that obligation! 

Seeing them like this, the anger in the Yao family head's heart soared. He turned his gaze back to elder 

Yao Jiu and roared,""You're a dead man! I'm asking you a question!" 

"Master, I-I'm not sure!" Elder Yao Jiu said with an aggrieved expression. Why didn't he hear that the 

family head was asking him? However, of course, he couldn't say this out loud. Otherwise, the family 

head wouldn't have a way out! 

"You're not sure? Then go and investigate!" The head of the Yao family roared in exasperation. 

"Yes!" "Yes!" Elder Yao Jiu hurriedly replied. Then, he turned around and wanted to leave this 

troublesome place. He didn't want to stay and be cannon fodder! Right now, the master was furious! 

However, he had only taken two steps when he was stopped by the Yao family's leader."Wait! What 

about the great elder and the others? Such a big thing happened at home, and they didn't rush back?" 

"I've already sent them a message. " Elder Yao Jiu spoke the truth. As for why they didn't return, that 

wasn't something he could decide. Naturally, he wouldn't take the blame for the great elder and the 

others! 

"They're spreading! Tell them to come back to the Yao family immediately, otherwise, don't ever come 

back!" The head of the Yao family roared in anger. 

"Yes!" When elder Yao Jiu heard this, he was secretly happy, but his expression remained unchanged. He 

respectfully bowed to his family head and quickly retreated! 

Don't blame him for not caring about the friendship of the same clan, it's really that he can't bear the 

anger of the family head alone! 

With this thought in mind, elder Yao Jiu walked even faster! 



After elder Yao Jiu left, the head of the Yao family once again turned his gaze to the head of the ning 

family and the others. He said angrily,""You, you've really gone too far! Are you just going to watch as 

outsiders come to the Yao clan to cause trouble?" 

"Old man Yao, those people are not outsiders! They're here to settle the score with you because of your 

ill-fated relationship from hundreds of thousands of years ago! We naturally can't interfere. Besides, we 

can't be considered as your wives. For the sake of the antidote for our clan, we can't interfere! AI! But 

then again, because of your sudden return, you scared them away and caused us to lose our antidote. 

So, you have to compensate us!" The head of the Cheng clan said with a look of dissatisfaction. 

He was really a little angry, and he didn't mean to anger the head of the Yao family. Because those 

snakes had escaped in a hurry, they had indeed forgotten to leave the antidote. 

When the head of the Yao family heard this, he was so angry that his blood flowed backward, but the 

words that made him even more vomit blood were still coming! 

The master of the ning family then said,"old man Yao!" I heard that you went to investigate the 

poisoning incident, but it seems that there's no need to investigate the murderer anymore. It's these 

vengeful snakes! So, I hereby declare that this matter has nothing to do with my Xue 'er. Whoever wants 

to frame my precious daughter, I'll be the first one to deal with him!" With that, master ning's aura 

skyrocketed, making everyone's heart tremble. They believed that master ning was telling the truth! 

"Yes, the truth is out now! Because of your old Affairs from hundreds of thousands of years ago, our 

four families have also fallen. Old man Yao, shouldn't we have a good talk about this matter?" The 

master of the yin family also hit him when he was down, heh! If he didn't hit the dog that was down 

now, when else could he wait? 

Following that, the Lu family's head also expressed his dissatisfaction. However, he only snorted coldly 

and stared unblinkingly at the Yao family's head. His meaning was also very obvious, and his face was 

red with the words 'seek compensation'. 

The heads of the Yu, fan, and Chi families, seeing that they had nothing to do with this, all chose to 

remain silent. This was not the time to stand out. If they offended the head of the Yao family too much, 

they might be stabbed by him at any time. Therefore, the three families were very cautious about this! 

Hearing them criticize him one by one, the face of the Yao family head changed like a palette. One 

moment red, one moment white, one moment black, and the two small flames burning in his eyes made 

it obvious that he was angry at the moment. 

However, the few people present were the family heads of the eight great divine regions. They naturally 

pretended not to see his anger, especially the master of the Cheng family and the master of the yin 

family. The two of them were talking and laughing, and it was only natural for him to anger others! 

The master of the ning family was the calmest one among them. Who asked him to be the most 

powerful? He didn't believe that the old man of the Yao family would dare to do anything to him, even if 

the other party had already revealed an expression that looked like he wanted to eat him up! 

Just like that, the few of them stared at each other and no one said a word. 



"Master, it's time for lunch!" Suddenly, a gentle female voice sounded out of thin air. Everyone looked 

up at the sun hanging in the sky and remembered that it was already noon. However, as a God, they 

really did not have the habit of eating three meals a day, but the master of the ning family was obviously 

different from them. He was very punctual! 

"Oh yeah! It's time for lunch, sigh! I'm sure the old man from the Yao family won't keep us for dinner 

today, so I'd better go back and eat! I'll come back in the afternoon after lunch!" The master of the ning 

family frowned and thought for a while before saying. 

After he finished speaking, he really left without any hesitation. He didn't even look at the head of the 

Yao family who had a dark expression on his face. 

"Old man ning, wait for me! I'm going to get a free meal!" The head of the Cheng family hurriedly 

followed. When the other family heads saw this, they also tactfully left. 

Chapter 2247 Furious (1) 

Watching master ning and the others leave, master Yao had no way to vent his anger. In an instant, the 

coldness in the Yao family was suppressed to the extreme. The members of the Yao family in the 

mansion didn't even dare to breathe loudly. They could only clean up the mess with their tails between 

their legs, because they knew that the consequences would be very serious if master was angry! 

The head of the Yao family, like a trapped beast, kept circling around the courtyard. At this moment, he 

had no time to care about the flowers and grass. His mind was full of thoughts on how to get back at 

them! Now, their Yao family was the leader of the eight great divine regions, so he absolutely couldn't 

lose face to a few little bugs! 

However, no matter how much he thought about it, he still couldn't think of a good idea. What made 

him even angrier was that when he used his divine sense to scan the Yao family's divine realm, he didn't 

find any traces of those snakes. How was this possible? How could those snakes be so fast? Had he 

already escaped from the Yao family's divine realm? 

When he thought of this possibility, the anger in the Yao family's head grew even deeper! 

In fact, he had guessed wrong! 

Not only did the snakes not leave the Yao family's divine realm, but they even captured the Yao family's 

first elder and the others alive right under his nose! And the reason why he couldn't find the 

whereabouts of those snakes was also because of Cang! 

With Cang here, it would be a wonder if his spiritual sense could find the target! 

At this moment, at the same cliff, a familiar scene was unfolding. However, the people hanging on the 

cliff had changed from the thief to the Yao family's first elder and the others! 

Although the Yao family's first elder and the others were much stronger than thief, even reverent-god 

level cultivators would feel the same pressure when facing the abyss at the bottom of the cliff, especially 

when they were hanging upside down with their heads facing down. All the blood was concentrated on 

their heads, so they could see the dark abyss without even looking up. What was even more detestable 

was that the snakes that were acting as ropes were deliberately swaying them. The more timid ones had 
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already begun to foam at the mouth, but the great elder and the others, who were still conscious, felt 

aggrieved! 

F * ck! As the elders of the Yao family, they had always flaunted their presence in the Yao family's 

territory, but now, it was still their own territory, but they were in such a sorry state! 

Such a huge contrast made them unable to accept it! 

"How dare you! Do you know who we are? How dare you treat us like this? I think you damn snakes 

really don't want to live!" The Yao family's first elder, who was hanging upside down, roared with 

unusual anger. 

When they had been captured, they had not been mentally prepared at all, and the other party's actions 

had been done in one go, as smooth as floating clouds and flowing water. Thus, the Yao family's first 

elder was stunned for a long time before he finally reacted. And the first thing he reacted to was 

naturally to pull out a Tiger's skin to make a big flag! 

However, it was clear that the snakes present learned their bad ways very quickly. 

When they heard the great elder's words, they all laughed and looked at the Yao family's great elder 

with naked and undisguised contempt. The snake in the lead laughed so hard that it was about to cramp 

up. After it had enough, the snake said kindly,""Little old man, of course we know who you are. 

Otherwise, we wouldn't have captured you!" 

"..." Did they catch him because they knew? Weren't they their enemies? No! To be more precise, he 

was the enemy of the Yao family! 

After the first elder reacted, he immediately guessed this fact. At the same time, he thought of the 

recent poisoning incident in the Yao family. What else was there to not understand? after all, he was 

very smart! 

"What kind of enmity do you have with the Yao family? Were you the ones who poisoned the Yao 

family?" Forcing himself to calm down, the first elder of the Yao family asked. 

"Little old man, is there any benefit in answering your question?" The leading snake smiled, obviously 

not intending to obediently answer the Yao clan's first elder's question. 

Hearing this, the Yao clan's first elder really wanted to curse. 

F * ck! After being caught, wasn't it something that every person who was caught would do? And the 

person or beast who caught them should also have the obligation to answer their questions, right? Why 

was it so difficult for him to ask a question when it came to these snakes? 

The Yao family's first elder was very depressed, especially when he thought about how he had been 

caught recently. He was so depressed that he wanted to vomit blood. Could it be that his birth date was 

bad? Otherwise, why would such things always happen to him? He couldn't understand even if he 

cracked his head! 

After a long while, he took a few deep breaths and asked again, pretending to be calm,""You're not 

going to answer me if there's no benefit?" 



"That's a must! In this day and age, who would do something without any benefits!" The snake leader 

asked matter-of-factly, not caring if the Yao clan's Grand Elder would vomit blood after hearing this. He 

continued,"Little old man, don't you pretend to be poor in front of me! I know you're the Yao family's 

richest first elder, and you've been collecting a lot of good things over the years. So, hurry up and hand 

over your collection, and I promise you'll get it right!" 

Was this a Bandit? Which Beastie would Rob so brazenly? Moreover, the one who robbed them was the 

Yao clan's first elder. No one would believe this! More importantly, if others knew that he was so 

useless, how could he face others in the future? 

When the Yao clan's first elder thought of the severe consequences, his face immediately darkened. 

However, the snake in the lead was still very understanding. It touched the head of the Yao family's first 

elder with its tail and comforted him,""Old man, don't be afraid. I won't tell anyone about this! So, don't 

worry and hand over your assets to me! Only then will I let you live, and with your life, you will have the 

opportunity to earn more money in the future. Think about it, don't you think so?" 

This was the truth! However, these words came out of the mouth of the robbing Beastie. No matter how 

he heard it, it felt a little strange! Moreover, the Yao family's first elder was not willing to be robbed so 

easily. If that happened, he would also lose face! Especially when there were so many Yao family 

members here. 

After the Yao family Grand Elder fell silent, the giant snake did not rush him either. It just stared at the 

Yao family Grand Elder with its huge, gloomy, and cold eyes, its face full of anticipation. 

After a long while, the snake leader added,""We won't just take your property. Everyone here has to 

leave some money to live!" After saying that, the Python even laughed. 

Hearing this, the Yao clan's first elder asked in a hot-headed manner,""What if you don't have money?" 

"If you don't have money, then leave your life, or wait for your family head to come and redeem you! In 

short, don't even think about leaving so easily!" The leader of the large serpents said with a firm will. 

"Master, master won't let you off, so you'd better let us go obediently. I might even help you plead for 

master to spare you!" The first elder of the Yao family quickly said when he thought of his master. 

However, his words did not scare the leading snake. 

The snake laughed charmingly and even winked at the Yao clan's Grand Elder. Then, it said 

indifferently,"Thank you! However, we don't need it! In fact, we've already visited the Yao family. Didn't 

you receive the notice? Do you have no sense of existence in the Yao family? AI! What a pitiful child! 

Why don't you follow me in the future?" 

Chapter 2248 Furious (2) 

"It 's, it's you guys!" The Yao clan's first elder was dumbfounded after hearing the words of the snake 

leader. 

He had received a voice transmission from the ninth elder saying that the main residence had been 

attacked. However, the ninth elder didn't make it clear, so he didn't know who dared to cause trouble in 

the Yao family. He hurriedly rushed back with the elders beside him, but they were caught by these 
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snakes as soon as they entered the city. It wasn't until now that he knew that these snakes were the 

bold and presumptuous people who had come to cause trouble in the Yao family! 

This fact made him choke on the words he wanted to say to the snake leader to release them. 

Since these snakes dared to cause trouble at the Yao family, they must be desperadoes, so why would 

they care about his threat? 

When the Yao clan's first elder thought of this, he became depressed and immediately wilted. 

Looking at the Yao family's listless first elder, the snake leader pretended to be worried and said,""Old 

man, are you alright? Please don't take things too hard! We only have a grudge against your family head, 

and we won't take your little lives so easily! To you, we only seek wealth?" 

These words didn't make the Yao family's first elder raise his spirits. 

When the snake leader saw this, he became extremely worried. He quickly took the great elder from the 

tail and began to shake him violently. As he shook him, he shouted with all his might,"Little old man, 

wake up! You can't take things too hard!" 

The violent shaking soon made the Yao clan's first elder dizzy, and his stomach churned. 

"Don 't, don't shake!" The Yao family's first elder, whose face was extremely pale, said weakly. This 

damn snake must have done it on purpose. Fortunately, there was nothing in his stomach. Otherwise, 

he would have vomited long ago! 

But when the snake leader heard these words, it seemed to not hear anything and continued to sway 

with great strength. Not long after, the great elder frothed at the mouth as he had wished and fainted. 

Before he fainted, the only thought in his mind was that this stinky snake had done it on purpose! 

Seeing that the Yao clan's first elder had fainted, the snake leader threw him onto another snake's tail in 

disdain and went to find its new king. 

On a giant tree not far away, a little red snake with a crystal-like body was lying on the tree. At this time, 

the little red snake was coiled up on a high tree branch, watching the show. The big snake in the lead 

slid to its side and said in a low voice with a charming face,""Wang, most of the Yao clan's people have 

fainted! What do we do next?" 

"You fainted? Wake him up again! Have you forgotten what I told you? we're here for money, so you 

have to find a way to get their money. Otherwise, wouldn't our efforts be in vain?" The little red snake, 

whose entire body was like a red silk, raised its eyes slightly and said indifferently. 

It wanted to let the woman know that it could also make money! I won't eat for free! This thought made 

it treat the Yao family as a big fat sheep waiting to be slaughtered. As long as it thought about how it 

was going to make money, it was very excited! 

"Wang yingming!" Seeing that the little red snake seemed to be in a good mood, the leader of the large 

snakes immediately said with a fawning expression. 

"It's good that you know. In the future, you have to follow my orders, understand?" The little red snake 

raised its head high and said arrogantly. 



"Yes! The Azure Snake Clan will definitely follow the king's lead!" The leader of the snakes expressed his 

loyalty. 

The little red snake was also very satisfied with this somewhat stupid but obedient subordinate of its! 

The little red snake was about to close its eyes when it suddenly smelled a familiar scent. It immediately 

perked up and rushed out like an arrow from a bow. Seeing it like this, the snake leader, who had just 

crawled out not far away, was very surprised and could not help but stop. Then, the snake leader 

realized that its King was actually relying on a human woman. 

Seeing the confusion in the snake's eyes, Leng ruoxue raised her hand and pointed at the huge, dark-

gray snake not far away.""Is that silly guy your subordinate?" 

"MMH! Although it's a little silly, it's very obedient!" Lil "fire said with a proud look. 

"It's good that you're obedient! If it doesn't listen to me, tell me and I'll fix it for you!" Leng ruoxue 

gently stroked xiaohuo's cool body and smiled. However, her words caused the large snake to tremble 

uncontrollably. Then, with a "Swoosh," the large snake in the lead immediately fled from this place and 

hid far away! 

Woo...What a terrifying woman! The leading snake cried out in his heart as he fled. The man and woman 

gave him so much pressure! 

Looking at the large snake slithering away like a rat, Leng ruoxue could not help but chuckled in delight. 

The evildoer beside her looked at her with a pampering expression. On the other hand, xiaohuo said 

with slight dissatisfaction,"Woman, don't scare my little brothers. They are very timid!" 

"Timid? Why would that old man of the Yao family take a fancy to their ancestor?" Leng ruoxue asked in 

confusion. Of course, they had heard about this from Cang. After all, it was a long time ago! 

"Hehe! That old man was young back then! Wasn't it said that it wasn't easy for the people of the divine 

realm to keep a Beastie? Furthermore, that Azure snake had a pretty good aptitude! In short, it's all the 

fault of youth!" Lil "fire used the little old man's tone to say. 

Hearing its words, Leng ruoxue couldn't help but find it funny. She couldn't help but ask,""You speak as 

if you've lived for a long time. Are you as old as the Yao clan's old man?" 

"Of course I do! I'll only be older than him, I'll never be younger!" When xiaohuo heard this, it puffed out 

its small chest and said. 

"Oh! Little Huo, who is even older than the Yao family's old man, what do you plan to do next? How are 

you going to deal with the Yao family?" Leng ruoxue chuckled as she asked. 

"Rob them! I'm going to take all their money. " Fiery said, brimming with confidence. 

"To raise your little brother?" Leng ruoxue teased. 

"Hehe! It's good that you know! Woman, I'll leave my underlings in your care in the future!" Lil "fire 

raised its head and looked at Leng ruoxue as it pleaded. 



"No problem, I'll take good care of them! However, I want to know where you plan to keep them. The 

Yao family's old man definitely won't let them off. Perhaps this time, the entire snake tribe will be 

implicated!" At the thought of this, Leng ruoxue suddenly felt worried. After all, she was not willing to 

implicate the innocent! 

"Woman, don't worry! Cangdu has been arranged, the Yao family's kid won't dare to find trouble with 

the snake tribe!" After hearing Leng ruoxue's words, fiery hurriedly replied. 

Hearing what xiaohuo said, Leng ruoxue nodded her head. She was very confident in Cang's work! 

Following that, Leng ruoxue secretly took a look at the situation of the Yao family's first elder and the 

rest before returning to the inn with the demon. 

In the afternoon, her Godfather and the others were going to find trouble with the Yao family head, so 

she had to follow. 

As for Leng ruoxue and the demon, they had sneaked out to take a look while their Godfather and the 

others were eating! When they returned to the inn, master ning and the others had already eaten so 

much that they couldn't walk and were all lying on the bed. 

Chapter 2249 Furious (3) 

Seeing them like this, Leng ruoxue was especially speechless. She couldn't help but cover her face. Did 

they have to act like refugees? She had prepared a lot of food, but now, the table was so clean that it 

was as if the food had never been there. 

In the room, Leng ruoxue glanced at her Godfather, who had eaten his fill and was lying comfortably on 

the bed, groaning. She pretended to be unhappy and gritted her teeth."Godfather, why did you guys eat 

all the food? Aren't you afraid of holding on!" 

"Little girl! It's shameful to waste food, so we can only eat it all. Besides, we still have to go to the Yao 

family in the afternoon! Of course, I have to eat my fill!" The master of the ning family said matter-of-

factly, but he was a little dissatisfied in his heart, because there were too many people coming to 

freeload. At first, there was only old man Cheng, then old man Yin came, and then more and more 

people came. 

"Are you sure you can still go to the Yao family?" Leng ruoxue raised her brows and asked. No matter 

how she looked at it, she felt that her Godfather was already too full to move! 

"I can go! He definitely could! However, I need to rest first!" Master ning even burped as he spoke, 

causing Leng ruoxue to shake her head. 

Leng ruoxue's heart ached for her Godfather, so she still took out a digestive pill and handed it over. 

Master ning didn't suspect anything and put it in his mouth. After he ate it, he immediately felt that his 

stomach wasn't as bloated as before. His entire body was immediately filled with energy and he was in 

high spirits. 

"Little girl, what kind of pill is this? Why do I feel like my stomach is much more comfortable?" Seeing 

this, master ning asked curiously. This girl had too many strange things in her hands, many of which he 

could not understand. So, in front of Leng ruoxue, he was like a curious baby. 
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"It's a digestion pill. However, I won't give it to you. Otherwise, you won't have any restraint when you 

eat!" Leng ruoxue understood her Godfather's thoughts and immediately cut off his fantasy from the 

source. 

When he heard this, master ning's face fell and he looked at Leng ruoxue pitifully. However, Leng ruoxue 

was not moved at all. Instead, she reminded him,""Godfather, you should go to the Yao family. 

Otherwise, the sky will be dark!" 

"Xue 'er, it's only afternoon. Why is the sky getting dark already?" The master of the ning family said in a 

low voice. In front of Xue 'er, this girl, he felt very weak. Wu...Xue' er was bullying him! 

However, when he noticed Leng ruoxue's unfriendly gaze, he immediately became as obedient as a 

kitten and quickly added,""I'll go immediately!" 

With that, master ning got up from the bed and walked out of the door, thinking, Xue 'er is so fierce, one 

glare and he's scared! In the long run, he was afraid that his Godfather's status would become lower and 

lower! Sob ... This fact made him extremely worried. 

However, when he went to the other people's rooms and saw that the Cheng family's head and the 

others were still lying on the bed, unable to move, his mood suddenly became better! 

After venting his anger at those people and belittling them again and again, the Cheng family's master 

and the others endured the feeling of their bellies swelling and followed the ning family's master, who 

was in a good mood, to the Yao family. 

AI! He had no choice but to go! He would be despised to death by old man ning! 

Although they were all very curious as to why old man ning was fine even though everyone had eaten so 

much, they knew that even if they asked, old man ning would not tell them! As a result, this thought was 

like a kitten scratching at them, accompanying them all the way to the Yao family. 

After entering the Yao residence, they were invited into the living room. Unexpectedly, the head of the 

Yao family was actually waiting for them in the living room. However, the Yao residence, which had not 

finished cleaning up the garbage, looked a little desolate. 

Seeing them, the Yao family head's anger still hadn't subsided, and he said with a strange 

expression,""Are you satisfied with the current state of our Yao family?" 

"Old man Yao! Look at what you're saying. Your Yao family is like this, and we didn't do it, so what does 

it have to do with us? What do we have to be satisfied with!" The head of the Cheng family first 

expressed his dissatisfaction, but he couldn't deny that he was very pleased! 

"That's right! Old man Yao, isn't it a little unreasonable for you to blame this on us? You must know that 

this matter was caused by you! By the way, the snakes said that this was caused by you wearing your 

open-crotch pants! AI! As expected, it was never too late for a gentleman to take revenge! It's been so 

long, but those snakes are still thinking about it. It can be seen how much damage you've caused them!" 

The matter of adding insult to injury naturally couldn't be done without the yin family's master. 

Moreover, the Yao family's old thing had expressed dissatisfaction with them and blamed them for 

standing by and not doing anything! 



What a joke! He didn't blame this old man for implicating the yin family! What right did this old thing 

have to blame them? 

The Yao family head's words incited the anger of the crowd. However, the other family heads 'reactions 

weren't as sharp as the Cheng and Yin family heads'. Furthermore, they couldn't hold on any longer and 

didn't have the energy to argue with the Yao family head. However, spiritual support was still necessary! 

Especially after they had just experienced a delicious meal together in the afternoon, their hearts were 

in unison like never before. Therefore, in the blink of an eye, several daggers flew out from the Yao 

family head's eyes. 

In fact, after the head of the Yao family said those words, he also felt a moment of regret. However, as 

soon as he thought about what the Yao family had experienced, and how these people had stood by and 

watched, his regret disappeared without a trace. He even thought that if they had extended their hands 

at that time, would those damn snakes dare to be so rampant in the Yao family? 

Thinking up to this point, the head of the Yao family angrily said,"Even if I've caused them harm, you 

can't just stand by and watch, can you? You should know that we are all from the eight great divine 

regions, so we should be the first to ask for help! However, all of you actually became bystanders and 

watched as those despicable snakes came to my Yao family to wreak havoc! You ... You are helping the 

evildoer, do you know that?" 

"I don't know! I just feel that we shouldn't get involved in the grudges between you and the blue snake 

Clan. After all, we don't have any conflicts with them. More importantly, why didn't I know that our 

eight great divine regions needed help? I don't think we're that close. " The moment master Yao finished 

speaking, master ning asked curiously. 

"You ..." Master ning's words made master Yao's face turn red with anger. He couldn't say anything for a 

long time. After a long time, he took a few deep breaths and said helplessly,""The divine realm is 

currently in troubled times. Master ning, do you still want everyone to do things their own way? Only by 

joining forces can our eight great divine domains "position in the divine realm be unshakeable. Do you 

all understand?" 

When he said this, he was almost shouting, and his expression was one of disappointment. 

Unfortunately, the other family Masters didn't seem to have much reaction to his words. Except for the 

master of the ning family, who looked up at the sky, the others only cared about holding their stomachs 

and didn't care about anything else! 

This fact made the head of the Yao family even angrier! The small red flames in his eyes shot higher and 

higher, almost materializing and shooting towards the people present. The few family heads present 

were still busy with their own things! 

"Enough! Can't you all focus on me?" The head of the Yao family couldn't take it anymore and directly 

shouted. At this time, the other family heads blinked their eyes in shock and their mouths were slightly 

open. They looked at him with the most innocent expression on their faces! 

"We're very focused!" The head of the Cheng clan said timidly, still concentrating on stroking his belly. If 

he ate too much, he would be bloated. 



"Focus, my ass!" Seeing the Cheng family head's appearance and hearing his words, the Yao family head 

roared in anger. With this roar, the Cheng family head simply put on a frightened expression and looked 

at him with watery eyes. 

"Wu...Old man ning, he's so fierce! I'm so scared!" Then, master Cheng exaggeratedly buried his head in 

master ning's shoulder and choked. 

Seeing him like this, Leng ruoxue and master ning's faces were filled with black lines. However, master 

ning still gave him face and did not push him away. Instead, he glared at master Yao and said 

angrily,""Old man Yao, what are you doing? Even if you're in a bad mood, you can't vent your anger on 

us, right?" 

"I know you're angry that we just stood by and did nothing, but why don't you think about it? if you 

were in our shoes, would you care about this? If the eight of us join forces to bully a few beasts and the 

four legendary beasts find out, do you think they will let go of this good opportunity? Or do you want 

the divine realm to fall into chaos and the humans and magical beasts to go to war?" The master of the 

ning family deliberately paused and continued. His great reasoning made the master of the Cheng family 

and the others admire him. 

Even Leng ruoxue felt that her Godfather was too charming at this moment! His aura was also extremely 

powerful! Feeling the adoring gazes of the people present, especially his own goddaughter, the master 

of the ning family couldn't help but feel smug. 

"I, how could I think that way? I didn't ask you to kill those snakes. I just feel that with you here, if you 

make your stand clear, those hateful snakes won't dare to wreak havoc in our Yao family!" The head of 

the Yao clan said with an aggrieved expression. 

Chapter 2250 Can't You Guys Lend A Hand?(1) 

In fact, he knew that master ning's words made sense. After all, it was not necessary for the eight divine 

regions to attack together to deal with a few little snakes. Otherwise, the divine lord's estate would be 

alarmed! However, when he saw that the people in front of him were indifferent and were watching the 

show calmly, he couldn't help but vent his anger! 

F * ck! The Yao family had been almost reduced to ruins, but these people in front of him didn't even 

offer him a word of comfort. This fact made him feel extremely unbalanced! 

Otherwise, he wouldn't have wanted to find trouble with these people. But now, it seemed that not only 

was the effect minimal, but he also had to carefully smile. This really made him so depressed that he 

was about to vomit blood! However, he really couldn't offend all seven of them at once, so he could only 

sulk in his heart. 

Seeing master Yao's aggrieved look, master ning almost laughed in his heart. He naturally knew that his 

words had an effect. People like them had to consider too many aspects when doing things. Many times, 

they couldn't do as they pleased, so sometimes, he was very envious of Xue 'er. At least, whatever Xue' 

er wanted to do, she didn't have to think about this and that! When it came to them, many things had to 

be done in private. To put it bluntly, they had too many things that could not be seen in the light! 
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Thinking of this, the master of the ning family said seriously,""Yao family head, I understand how you 

feel, and I also know that your Yao family has indeed suffered heavy losses this time. However, 

sympathy is sympathy, but there are some things that we still have to make clear!" 

Was he looking for trouble? 

Hearing master ning's words, the Cheng family's master and the others immediately straightened their 

backs and became energetic. The Yao family's master almost vomited blood when he saw them like this! 

F * ck! These people were definitely doing this on purpose! He had said so much just now, and even 

complaining couldn't make them so focused, but old man ning's one sentence made them focus. This, 

wasn't this clearly bullying? 

Although this was the truth, the head of the Yao family still told himself to endure it. He wanted to hear 

what the old man from the ning family would say next! 

After deliberately pausing to scan the reactions of the people present, the master of the ning family said 

with a faint smile,""Now that the Yao family's poisoning incident has been cleared up, it's time to discuss 

our compensation! In addition, we've already negotiated with those snakes, that we won't interfere in 

the matter between you two and that they would give us the snake venom to refine into an antidote, 

but the sudden appearance of the Yao family's patriarch scared them away, so I think that the snake 

venom we need should be obtained by the Yao family's patriarch on our behalf, what do you think?" 

"We have no objections!" After master ning finished speaking, the other three masters quickly 

expressed their opinions, and master Yao, who didn't have time to express his opinion, was so angry 

that he wanted to vomit blood again! 

You bastards! When those snakes attacked the Yao family, it was fine if they didn't help. After all, you 

had negotiated with them, and people all have selfish motives, so he could barely understand. However, 

when your deal was not completed, you actually blamed it on him and even wanted him to take 

responsibility for it. This was a little too much! 

Or did he look like he was easy to bully? He would do whatever other people asked him to do? The head 

of the Yao family thought to himself indignantly. He deeply felt that the fact that he was still able to hold 

back and not curse at these people or fight them showed that his demeanor was extraordinarily good! 

In a short moment, the Yao family head's heart was in turmoil, and a huge wave was formed. Anger and 

hatred intertwined, causing his face to be uncertain! 

When Leng ruoxue saw this, she knew that this old man was extremely angry! However, she found it 

quite interesting. 

These eight families had gathered to discuss her matter, but she had not expected that this small matter 

would push the head of the Yao family to the opposite side of the other seven families. She also didn't 

know if the Yao family's old man's previous intentions could be realized. She was really looking forward 

to it! He also wanted to see how the old man of the Yao family would achieve his goal! 

At this time, master ning saw that although master Yao was very angry, he could still control himself and 

didn't jump up. He knew that this hadn't reached his bottom line! Instantly, he decided to work harder! 



"Since master Yao has no objections, then it's settled," the master of the ning family said with a smile. 

"Eh? When did I say I had no objections?" The head of the Yao family, who had been secretly cursing for 

a long time, suddenly woke up when he heard this and quickly said. 

"You haven't said anything for a long time. Didn't you agree?" The master of the ning family blinked 

innocently and asked with a pure face. 

"Who said that?" The head of the Yao clan said angrily. 

"What's wrong? Are you trying to deny it? AI! I knew you were always like this! But fortunately, we have 

so many witnesses this time. So, you can't deny it!" The master of the ning family said with a smile. The 

expression on his face was as annoying as it could get, but he felt good about himself! 

When the head of the Yao family heard this, his face clearly darkened. He stood up from his seat with a 

whoosh and shouted,""What do you mean by not acknowledging it? I didn't agree to it at all, okay?" 

"If you didn't agree, why didn't you say so earlier? you didn't even let out a fart. Who knows if you didn't 

agree! Old man Yao! It's not like we just got to know you today. Your performance just now was clearly a 

silent agreement! If there was something you didn't agree with, you would have strongly opposed it 

long ago. Why would you be so honest? So, don't quibble, we have so many eyes watching!" Seeing this, 

the patriarch of the Cheng clan sighed softly and said. 

"I was obviously making master ning So angry that he couldn't say anything. How was that a tacit 

agreement?" The head of the Yao family roared in anger. If he had only been complaining in his heart 

just now, then the other party had taken his silence as consent without his consent. He couldn't bear it 

no matter what! 

F * ck! Where would the Yao family put their face if they continued to endure? 

However, the head of the Yao family obviously didn't want to offend the other seven families, so he 

simply formed an alliance. 

He looked at the head of the Chi family with anger and said,""Chi family head, you be the judge! Did I 

agree tacitly? They're clearly the ones who want to force this matter on me! How could I possibly agree 

to such a thing?" 

Looking at master Yao, who was looking at him expectantly, master Chi had a headache. He really didn't 

want to get involved in this matter. Moreover, personally speaking, he was on master ning's side, but 

old man Yao wasn't easy to mess with! If he offended that old man too much, who knew when he would 

be stabbed in the back by that old thing! 

As he thought about this, the head of the Chi family laughed without saying anything and pretended to 

be deaf. 

Seeing him like this, the anger in the Yao family head's heart rose again! 

However, when he turned his gaze to the other two people, the two of them lowered their heads in 

unison. Just as he was about to speak, the heads of the Yu and fan families even started snoring. This 

scene almost made him explode with anger! 



 


